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Abstract This study examines roll stability control for
vehicles with an active roll-resistant electro-hydraulic
suspension (RREHS) subsystem under steering maneu-
vers. First, we derive a vehicle model with four degrees of
freedom and incorporates yaw and roll motions. Second,
an optimal linear quadratic regulator controller is obtained
in consideration of dynamic vehicle performance. Third,
an RREHS subsystem with an electric servo-valve actuator
is proposed, and the corresponding dynamic equations are
obtained. Fourth, field experiments are conducted to
validate the performance of the vehicle model under
sine-wave and double-lane-change steering maneuvers.
Finally, the effectiveness of the active RREHS is
determined by examining vehicle responses under sine-
wave and double-lane-change maneuvers. The enhance-
ment in vehicle roll stability through the RREHS
subsystem is also verified.

Keywords electro-hydraulic suspension, roll stability,
LQR, experiment

1 Introduction

According to statistics from the US National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, rollover crashes contribute
33% to the total number of fatal deaths in the USA,
although they account for only 3% of all passenger car
crashes [1]. Vehicle rollover accidents are among the most
common fatal causes of human death [2]. Consequently,
vehicle roll motion control has become a prevalent
research topic [3–6]. Vehicle suspension, which minimizes
the vibrations of occupants caused by road disturbances, is
the most important system for vehicle roll stability
enhancement. Various strategies have been applied to

vehicle suspension systems, and these can be generally
categorized as passive suspension (optimization of the
suspension system) [7–9], semi-active suspension [10–12],
and active suspension [13–16]. Enhancing the roll motions
of vehicles with active suspension systems is crucial.
Considering the importance of suspension systems in

enhancing ride comfort and holding capacity, various
suspension systems have been developed over the decades
[17–20]. Among them, the electro-hydraulic suspension
has received extensive attention from industrial and
academic circles. Du and Zhang [21] introduced an
electrohydraulic suspension for vehicles with actuator
constraints. Choi et al. [22] presented a fuzzy controller for
electro-hydraulic suspension systems with preview infor-
mation on road disturbances. Sun et al. [23] used electro-
hydraulic suspension to improve vehicle ride comfort
without sacrificing road holding capacity with limitations
in vehicle parameter uncertainties. These studies have
revealed that electro-hydraulic suspension is mainly used
to enhance vehicle ride comfort. However, the application
of this type of suspension in vehicle roll motion control has
not been investigated.
For decades, researchers have exerted effort to enhance

vehicle roll motion by using various control strategies.
Kim [24] developed an electrically actuated roll control
system to enhance vehicle roll behavior under parameter
perturbation. Yim [25] used previewable information on
steering input to design a static output feedback linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) controller to avoid extreme roll
motion situations. Huang et al. [26] developed a state
derivative-induced LQR controller to reduce the rollover
risk of heavy articulated vehicles. Imine et al. [27] used a
twisting-sliding mode scheme to ensure roll stability via an
active steering assistant system. Dal Poggetto and Serpa
[28] utilized a gain-scheduled LQR controller to reduce the
possibility of vehicle rollover. The mechanisms through
which vehicle velocity influences the controller gain were
also investigated. Sun et al. [29] developed an active
stabilizer bar in consideration of fast-varying sprung mass.
Pourasad et al. [30] and Marzbanrad et al. [31] improved
vehicle path following, roll, and handling performance
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simultaneously by using LQR controllers and fuzzy logic
respectively. These studies have improved vehicle roll
motion behavior with various control schemes. However,
the application of electro-hydraulic suspension to the
enhancement of vehicle roll motion still needs to be
improved.
The integration of electro-hydraulic suspension and

active controller can effectively enhance vehicle perfor-
mance [32–34]. However, the majority of relevant studies
mainly used one servo-valve to actuate one hydraulic
suspension, and this usage consumes much energy. In this
study, a cross-linked hydraulic suspension uses only one
servo-valve to actuate two hydraulic suspensions; thus,
less fuel is used. In addition, due to the natural merit of the
cross-linked shape, the proposed electro-hydraulic suspen-
sion can effectively enhance vehicle roll stability without
affecting other aspects, such as bounce and pitch motions.
An active roll-resistant electro-hydraulic suspension
(RREHS) subsystem controlled by the LQR scheme is
also proposed to enhance vehicle performance. The
primary contributions of this study are as follows: (1) An
active RREHS subsystem is proposed, and (2) a vehicle
model with four degrees of freedom (DOFs) and
incorporates yaw and roll motions is developed and
validated via field experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

2, the 4-DOF vehicle model and the LQR controller for
generating roll-resistant moments are presented. In Section
3, the RREHS subsystem with an electro-servo valve
actuator is introduced. In Section 4, vehicle model
validation is conducted via field tests using a fully electric
vehicle prototype. The effectiveness of the RREHS
subsystem with an optimal control scheme is also
investigated under sine-wave and double-lane-change
maneuvers. Section 5 presents the main conclusions.

2 Vehicle model and LQR controller

A vehicle model that incorporates yaw and roll motions is

formulated. Then, the LQR control scheme utilized to
actuate the electro-hydraulic suspension is provided.
First, a 4-DOF vehicle model is utilized to characterize

lateral and roll motions. The vehicle is assumed to run on
an even road surface to simplify the modeling. Therefore,
the wheel motions can be simplified as the average roll
angle displacement of unsprung mass fu, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The vehicle sideslip angle at the center of gravity
(CG) b, yaw angle y, and roll angle f are the three other
DOFs, as shown in Fig. 1. For brevity, the following
assumptions are established: (i) roll angles f and fu are
small enough, and (ii) the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity vx
is considered to be constant.
From Fig. 1, the dynamic equations on vehicle yaw

motion can be derived as follows:

ðms þ 2muf þ 2murÞvx 2ðmuf lf –murlrÞ

2ðmuf lf –murlrÞvx Izz

2
64

3
75

_β þ _ψ

€ψ

2
64
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¼
X4
i¼1

Fyui þ mshos€f

Mzu

2
664

3
775, (1)

where ms is the sprung mass, muf and mur are the front and
the rear unsprung masses, respectively, lf and lr are the
lengths from CG to the front and rear axle, respectively,
Izz ¼ Iszz þ 2muf ðl2f þ t2f Þ þ 2murðl2r þ t2r Þ is the yaw iner-
tia of the vehicle, hos is the height from vehicle rolling
center to CG of sprung mass, Fyui pertain to the lateral tire
forces generated by the Dugoff tire model [35], and
Mzu=[lf, lf, ‒lr, ‒lr]Fyu is the yaw momentum with
Fyu=[Fyu1, Fyu2, Fyu3, Fyu4]

T.
The suspension deflections and relative velocities can be

obtained in consideration of vehicle geometry. The
suspension forces (Fs) generated by the original mechani-
cal suspension can be derived as follows:

Fs ¼ CsT _f – _fu

� �þ K sTðf –fuÞ, (2)

Fig. 1 4-DOF vehicle model. (a) Lateral representation; (b) vertical representation of half-vehicle.
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where Ks= diag([ksf, ksf, ksr, ksr]), Cs= diag([csf, csf, csr,
csr]), ksf and ksr are the stiffnesses of the front and the rear
suspension, csf and csr are the dampers of the front and the
rear suspension, respectively, and T =[ – tf, tf, – tr, tr]

T is the
geometry transformation matrix, and tf and tr are the half-
track widths of the front and the rear axle.
Then, the moment balance of sprung mass along the

longitudinal axis can be obtained as

Is€f þ msghossinf –msayhoscosfþ TTFs þ uðtÞ ¼ 0,

(3)

where Is is the roll inertia of sprung mass, ay ¼ _vy þ vx _ψ is
the lateral acceleration, and u(t) is the active roll-resistant
moment generated by the RREHS.
The force balance of the unsprung masses can also be

obtained as

Mu
€Z u þ Csð _Z u –T _fÞ þ K sðZu –TfÞ þ C tð _Z u – _Z gÞ

þK tðZu –ZgÞ ¼ 0, (4)

where Mu= diag([muf, muf, mur, mur]), Ct= diag([ctf, ctf, ctr,
ctr]), Kt= diag([ktf, ktf, ktr, ktr]), ctf and ctr are the dampers of
the front and the rear tyre, respectively, ktf and ktr are the
vertical stiffnesses of the front and the rear tyre,
respectively, Zu= Tfu is the vertical displacement of the
unsprung masses, and Zg= 0 is the road input vector for
wheels.
Equation (4) can be further rewritten by left-multiplying

TT as follows:

Iu€fu þ cs _fu – _f
� �þ ksðfu –fÞ þ ct _fu þ ktfu – uðtÞ ¼ 0,

(5)

where Iu ¼ 2muf t
2
f þ 2murt

2
r is the equivalent roll inertia of

unsprung mases, cs ¼ 2t2f csf þ 2t2r csr, ks ¼ 2t2f ksf þ 2t2r ksr,
ct ¼ 2t2f ctf þ 2t2r ctr, and kt ¼ 2t2f ktf þ 2t2r ktr.

By defining x ¼ f –fu, fu, _f, _fu

� �T
, the state-space

model for the subsystem in Eqs. (3) and (5) can be derived
as follows:

_xðtÞ ¼ AxðtÞ þ B1wðtÞ þ BuðtÞ, (6)

where w(t)= ay – gf and
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The main objective of this work is to design a linear
quadratic controller to improve vehicle dynamic perfor-
mance [36], which generally consists of the following
aspects:
(i) Roll stability: Vehicle roll stability is generally

characterized by the lateral load transfer ratio, which is
affected by sprung mass roll angle and lateral acceleration.
However, lateral acceleration cannot be minimized when
the longitudinal velocity and path curvature are prescribed.
We can minimize the roll angle of vehicle sprung mass f to
help improve vehicle roll stability.
(ii) Suspension deflections: Excessive suspension

deflections may deteriorate vehicle ride comfort and even
cause structural damage. Considering that only the front
axle is equipped with electro-hydraulic suspension, the
suspension deflections at the front axle, which are
proportional to (f –fu) in this work, should be minimized
to avoid vehicle performance deterioration.
(iii) Vehicle safety: A firm uninterrupted tire-terrain

contact is a prerequisite for vehicle lateral stability, which
is generally characterized by fu in this work. Therefore,
the tire-terrain angle difference should also be minimized.
The maximum value of the actuator output forces should

be constrained so that the actuator input voltage is
physically limited.
On the basis of these analyses, the quadratic cost

function and the hard constraint on actuator force can be
formulated as follows:

J ¼ !
t

0
yTQydt þ!

t

0
uTRudt, (7)

juj£umax, jf –fuj£fmax, (8)

where Q and R are the known positive-definite matrices
with weight coefficients in y and u in their diagonals
respectively, umax is the upper bound of control input, fmax
is the maximum roll angle allowed, and y =Cx, where

C ¼
1 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

2
64

3
75:

With these analyses, we define the controller gain as K
= –R–1BTP, where P satisfies the Riccati function:

ATP þ PA –PBR – 1BTP þ CTQC ¼ 0: (9)
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Then, external force u(t)= Kx(t) is derived and generated
with the electro-hydraulic actuator through Eq. (11), and
the actuator outputs can be obtained with Eqs. (16) and
(17). In consideration of vehicle performance, the weight
matrices are set as

Q ¼
105 0 0

0 105 0

0 0 1

2
664

3
775, R ¼ 10 – 4: (10)

3 Electro-hydraulic suspension

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the proposed RREHS
subsystem, which consists of a servo-valve (or propor-
tional valve) hydraulic actuator, two cylinders, and several
oil pipes.

The spool valve of the electronic servo-valve is
controlled by electric current to produce displacement zv.
Oil supply high pressure ps is generally stored outside the
electronic servo-valve, and the moving spool valve
distributes high-pressure oil to two oil circuits [37].
The chamber section area differences in the two

hydraulic cylinders are assumed to be negligible in this
work. Thus, the vertical force generated by the RREHS
subsystem acting on the vehicle system is equal to zero,
and roll moment u(t) from the RREHS subsystem can be
formulated as

uðtÞ ¼ ðp1 – p2ÞActh – ðp2 – p1ÞActh ¼ 2ΔpActh: (11)

where p1 and p2 are the pressures of pipelines, Ac is the
piston area, th is the length of chambers, and Δp is the
pressure difference between top and bottom chambers.
The fluid quantities for each oil circuit can be derived as

follows:

d

dt
ðV1t þ V2bÞ þ

1

βe
ðV1t þ V2bÞ

dp1
dt

¼ Q1 –Cipðp1 – p2Þ –Cepp1,

d

dt
ðV2t þ V1bÞ þ

1

βe
ðV2t þ V1bÞ

dp2
dt

¼ Q2 þ Cipðp1 – p2Þ –Cepp2,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(12)

where be is the effective bulk modulus of the oil, Cep and
Cip are the external and internal leakage coefficients of the
cylinders, respectively, Q1 and Q2 represent the flow
quantities of spool valve, V1t and V2t represent the volume
of the top chamber of left and right cylinder, respectively,
V1b and V2b represent the volume of bottom chamber of left
and right cylinder, respectively.
The volumes in each chamber can be determined with

the relative displacements of the cylinders as follows:

V1t ¼ V10 þ Acðzs1 – zu1Þ,  V1b ¼ V20 –Acðzs1 – zu1Þ,
V2t ¼ V10 þ Acðzs2 – zu2Þ, V2b ¼ V20 –Acðzs2 – zu2Þ, (13)

where V10 and V20 are the initial volumes in the top and
bottom chambers, respectively, zs1 and zs2 are the vertical
displacements of the cylinders block, and zu1 and zu2 are
the vertical displacements of the piston rod.
With Eqs. (12) and (13), the dynamic equations in the

two oil circuits can be formulated as

d

dt
ðAcðzs1 – zu1Þ –Acðzs2 – zu2ÞÞ

þ 1

βe
ðV10 þ V20 þ Acðzs1 – zu1Þ –Acðzs2 – zu2ÞÞ

dp1
dt

¼ Q1 –Cipðp1 – p2Þ –Cepp1,

d

dt
ðAcðzs2 – zu2Þ –Acðzs1 – zu1ÞÞ

þ 1

βe
ðV10 þ V20 þ Acðzs2 – zu2Þ –Acðzs1 – zu1ÞÞ

dp2
dt

¼ Q2 þ Cipðp1 – p2Þ –Cepp2:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(14)

With Eq. (14), we derive

2Ac
d

dt
ððzs1 – zu1Þ – ðzs2 – zu2ÞÞ þ

1

βe
ðV10 þ V20Þ

d

dt
ðp1 – p2Þ

þ 1

βe
ðAcðzs1 – zu1Þ –Acðzs2 – zu2ÞÞ

d

dt
ðp1 þ p2Þ

¼ Q1 –Q2 – ð2Cip þ CepÞðp1 – p2Þ: (15)

Fig. 2 Schematic of the electrohydraulic actuator.
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Considering that p1+ p2= ps, zs1= –tff, zs2= tff, zu1=
– tffu, and zu2= tffu, we can further rewrite Eq. (15) as

– 4Actf
d

dt
ðf –fuÞ þ

1

βe
ðV10 þ V20Þ

d

dt
ðp1 – p2Þ

þ ð2Cip þ CepÞðp1 – p2Þ
¼ Q1 –Q2: (16)

For simplicity, we assume that the displacement of spool
valve zv is directly proportional to electric voltage uv(t),
namely, zv= kvuv(t), where kv is a known scalar.
The flow quantities in the two circuits can be presented

as [38]

Q1 ¼ kuuvðsðuvÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ps – p1

p þ sð – uvÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p1 – pr

p Þ,

Q2 ¼ kuuvðsð – uvÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ps – p2

p þ sðuvÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 – pr

p Þ,

8><
>: (17)

where

ku ¼ kvCdw

ffiffiffi
2

�

s
, sðuvÞ ¼

1,        uv³0,

0,        uv < 0:

(
(18)

where Cd is the discharge coefficient, w is the spool valve
area gradient, and pr is the return pressure which equals to
the atmospheric pressure generally.

4 Experiments and simulations

4.1 Model verification and numerical simulations

In this section, the proposed vehicle model is validated
against experimental test results. A novel fully electric
vehicle prototype is utilized to conduct various maneuvers,
as shown in Fig. 3. The parameters of the vehicle model in
the simulations, which will be illustrated in the next
section, are identical to those of this vehicle, as listed in
Table I in the Appendix. Table II shows the parameters of

the servo-valve electro-hydraulic actuator.
The experimental setup and corresponding devices are

depicted in Fig. 4. A wheel torque meter is utilized to
record the wheel steering angle with a steering ratio of
17.5. A velocity recorder, namely, RACELOGIC VBOX
3i, is used to obtain vehicle velocity vx with the GPS
navigation system. An inertial measurement unit (IMU)
sensor is utilized to record yaw rate _ψ, roll angle f, and
lateral acceleration ay. These signals are then transferred to
a laptop for further signal post-processing.
The two different types of maneuver, namely, sine-wave

and double lane change, are executed to validate the
vehicle model by comparing the test and simulation results.
The vehicle speeds are 40 and 80 km/h. The results are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 5 shows the vehicle response comparisons at

sine-wave maneuver. Considering that transient responses
for the beginning and end of the sine-wave maneuver
cannot be used to characterize vehicle performance,
defining an effective time interval would be helpful.
Here, the effective time interval starts at 3.9 s and ends at

Fig. 3 Fully electric vehicle on a concrete pavement in the
experimental tests.

Fig. 4 Experimental setup.
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Fig. 5 Comparisons of simulation and experiment results at sine-wave maneuver: (a) Sine-wave steering angle, (b) yaw rate, (c) lateral
acceleration, and (d) roll angle of sprung mass.

Fig. 6 Comparisons of simulation and experiment results at double-lane-change maneuver: (a) Sine-wave steering angle, (b) yaw rate,
(c) lateral acceleration, and (d) roll angle of sprung mass.
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11.1 s. Figure 5(a) shows the tire steering angle transferred
from the steering wheel via the steering system that is
utilized as the input of the subsequent simulations. Figure
5(b) shows that the yaw rate of the simulation fits that of
the experimental result well, except that the peak values of
the latter are smaller than the former. The reason for this
result may be the filter embedded in the IMU sensor, which
cuts off the signal peaks. Figure 5(c) shows that the lateral
accelerations of the two signals are close to each other.
Figure 5(d) indicates that the two roll angle responses fit
well, but steady shift exists after the steering maneuver is
finished.
Figure 6 presents the vehicle responses of double-lane-

change maneuver, which is used to compare the aperiodic
dynamic characteristics with those of the sine-wave
maneuver. Figure 6(a) shows the tire steering input for
the experiment and simulation. Figure 6(b) shows the yaw
rates for the two maneuvers. The figure reveals that
although discrepancies exist in the transient behaviors of
the two maneuvers, the general response tendencies are the
same. The discrepancies may be attributed to the tire
transient properties and several chassis apparatuses, such
as rubber bushes, which are not formulated in the proposed
vehicle model due to their complicated dynamic character-
istics and minor importance in vehicle responses compared
with suspension devices. Figure 6(c) shows that the
simulation and experiment results have almost the same
lateral accelerations. Figure 6(d) reveals that the roll angles
in the simulation and experiment fit well. Thus, we
conclude that the simulation results match the experi-
mental results well, thereby validating the proposed
vehicle model.

4.2 Validation of the control scheme

Simulations are conducted under the two steering
maneuvers to validate the proposed control scheme and
investigate the effectiveness of the LQR controller with
electro-hydraulic suspension. Vehicle responses, including
suspension deflection zsu at the left-front station, roll angle
f, lateral load transfer rate (LTR) [39], and tire-terrain
contact force Ftz1 at the left-front station, are compared and
analyzed. Meanwhile, the dynamic responses of the
electro-hydraulic suspension, including roll-resistant
moment u(t), electric voltage uv(t), oil pressure pi, and
flow quantity Qi at the two oil circuits, are also derived.
Figure 7 shows the vehicle dynamic responses under

sine-wave maneuver for uncontrolled and controlled
schemes. Figure 7(a) reveals that during the effective
time interval, the suspension deflection is reduced by more
than 30.7% with the RREHS subsystem. Figure 7(b)
illustrates that the roll angle response is decreased by
29.2% or more with the proposed controller. Figure 7(c)
indicates that LTR is decreased by over 10.7% during the
effective time interval, which implies that vehicle roll
stability is effectively enhanced. Figure 7(d) shows that tire

force is reduced by 1.1% at the left-front station. Therefore,
vehicle performance is improved by the electro-hydraulic
suspension.
Figure 8 shows the dynamic responses of the electro-

hydraulic suspension. Figure 8(a) indicates that a roll-
resistant moment is imposed on the vehicle when the
vehicle performs turning maneuver to enhance vehicle roll
stability. Figure 8(b) shows the electric voltage required by
the servo-valve to generate the desired roll-resistant
moment. Figure 8(c) depicts the oil pressures of the two
oil circuits in the RREHS subsystem, which can be derived
with the desired moment u(t) and suspension geometry.
Figure 8(d) shows the fluid flow quantities at the two
circuits.
The vehicle and servo-valve responses under double-

lane-change maneuver are also investigated, as shown in
Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9(a), the suspension deflection is
decreased by 24.1% at t = 3.01 s and by 46.7% at t = 3.75 s.
Figure 9(b) shows that roll angle f is decreased by more
than 25.5% during the time interval [2.8, 4.0] s. In Fig.
9(c), we can observe that the LTR value is reduced by
28.9% at t = 3.68 s, whereas it is only reduced by 0.6% at
t = 2.97 s. Figure 9(d) shows that the maximum tire force is
slightly decreased.
Roll-resistant moment u(t) is derived in Fig. 10(a). The

corresponding electric voltage uv(t) required by the servo-
valve is shown in Fig. 10(b). Figure 10(c) shows the
obtained fluid pressures at the two fluid circuits of the
RREHS subsystem. Figure 10(d) displays the fluid
quantities Qi at the two circuits.

5 Conclusions

This study proposes a roll-resistant electro-hydraulic
suspension to enhance vehicle roll stability when a vehicle
is performing steering maneuvers. A 4-DOF vehicle model
is proposed to investigate the integration of lateral and roll
dynamics. Then, an RREHS subsystem is developed to
enhance vehicle roll motion, and an LQR optimal control
scheme is used to derive the roll-resistant moment. In
addition, the vehicle model is validated against field
experiment results. The effectiveness of the optimal
control scheme is verified by implementing the scheme
on the RREHS subsystem. The following conclusions are
derived from the results. (1) A 4-DOF vehicle model that
incorporates yaw and roll motions is derived and validated.
(2) The optimal controlled RREHS subsystem can be
utilized to enhance vehicle performance effectively,
especially roll stability, under sine-wave and double-lane-
change steering maneuvers.
Considering the differences in theoretical equations,

numerical models, and engineering applications, validation
of the equation through experiments is recommended. In
our future work, the proposed controller will be experi-
mented on by using a real vehicle.
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Fig. 7 Vehicle responses under sine-wave steering maneuver at 40 km/h: (a) Suspension deflection zsu at the left-front station, (b) roll
angle f; (c) lateral load transfer rate, and (d) tire-terrain contact force Ftz1.

Fig. 8 Dynamic responses of the electro-hydraulic suspension under sine-wave maneuver: (a) Roll-resistant moment u(t), (b) electric
voltage of the servo-valve, (c) oil pressures at the two hydraulic circuits, and (d) flow quantities at the two circuits.
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Fig. 9 Vehicle responses under double-lane-change steering maneuver at 80 km/h: (a) Suspension deflection zsu at the left-front station,
(b) roll angle f; (c) lateral load transfer rate, and (d) tire-terrain contact force Ftz1.

Fig. 10 Dynamic responses of the electro-hydraulic suspension under double-lane-change steering maneuver: (a) Roll resistant moment
u(t), (b) electric voltage of the servo-valve, (c) oil pressures at the two hydraulic circuits, and (d) flow quantities at the two circuits.
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lr/m 1.62 Length from CG to the rear axle

tf/m 0.81 Half-track width in the front axle

tr/m 0.81 Half-track width in the rear axle

hos/m 0.43 Height from vehicle rolling center to CG of sprung mass

hoc/m 0.11 Height from vehicle rolling center to chassis bottom

isw 17.5 Steering ratio

Table II Parameters of the servo-valve electro-hydraulic actuator [33]

Variable Value Description

Ah/m
2 0.0013 Section area of the hydraulic cylinders

V0/m
3 3.77�10–4 V0= V10+ V20; total oil volume in each cylinder

ps/MPa 6.0 Supply pressure

kx/(m
2∙s) 2.5 Valve flow gain coefficient

kp/(m
5∙N–1∙s–1) 4.2�10–11 Total flow pressure coefficient

Ctp 0 Ctp= 2Cip+ Cep; total leakage coefficient of the RREHS subsystem

be/(N∙m–2) 6.89�106 Effective bulk modulus of the oil

kv/(m$A–1) 0.0239 Servo-valve gain
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